
3-STEP DETOX social media minimalism

…jealous or envious?

…guilty for not posting often enough?

…pressured to post better/more interesting content?

…stressed about how many messages/comments you have to respond to?

…overwhelmed by the sheer amount of new content to go through?

…excited to scroll through your feed?

…inspired or motivated?

…connected with friends and like-minded people?

…well-informed about things you are passionate about?

…excited to get creative with your own posts?
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STEP 1

assess how your current usage is making you feel

Use a scale of 1 to 10 to indicate how often or to what extent you experience the emotions 
and scenarios listed below while using social media (1= never/ not at all, 10 = always/ a lot). 
Answer separately for each of your social media accounts. Then compare the total positive and 
total negative scores for each one and decide whether you want to keep using it.



STEP 2

define a clear purpose for each platform
Take a moment to think about the main reason why you 
want to keep on using each social media platform. To 
communicate with your friends and relatives? To find 
people with similar interests? To collect inspiration? Be as 
clear as possible.
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STEP 3

tailor who you are following and your own posts to your purpose

As a last step figure out how you could tailor your current usage of each social media platform to the purpose you defined 
for it in step 2. Look at it from two angles: Who you are follwing or friends with, and what you post yourself. What types of 
accounts do you want to pay less attention to (i.e. unfollow, unlike or unfriend) and which kind of accounts and people do 
you want to find more of. What types of posts/tweets/photos don’t align well with your purpose, which do you want to post 
more of from now on?


